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CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS READY RECKONER
WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS
S.NO.

PRODUCT NAME

1

TRANSPROOF

2

BLANC WATER
PROOFER

3

BLANC WATER
PROOFER-HB-400

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION
TRANSPROOF is a transparent waterproof chemical + primer. It is a single
component transparent coating, which seals concrete and other absorbent
surfaces. It is primarily used as a bonding agent for Blanc Water Proofer. It
can also be used as a primer/bonding agent for other waterproofing
products.
BLANC WATER PROOFER is a ready to use, 100% acrylic water proof
chemical which creates a strong and scratch resistant film, fully seals
hairline cracks and acts as an effective barrier against moisture, water and
atmospheric impurities. It is primarily used for terrace waterproofing. It is
also used on parapet walls, outer and inner walls, basements, as an overcoat
on AC sheets, GI sheets and insulated roofs.
BLANC WATER PROOFER-HB-400 is a high build, pure acrylic, elastomeric
waterproof chemical coat. It is for waterproofing of old and new build up
roofs. It is UV resistant had much better abrasion resistance than any
standard waterproofing of terraces. It is also used on parapet walls, outer
and inner walls. Basements, as an overcoat on AC sheets, GI sheets and PUF
insulated roofs.

4

ACRYPRIME-20

ACRYPRIME-20 is primarily used as a bonding agent for Blanc Water
Proofer-HB-400. It can also be used as a primer/bonding agent for other
waterproof chemicals.

5

BITUSEALER

BITUSEALER is a cold applied bituminous bonding coat which is to bond
bitumen based waterproof coatings. It is designed such that it seals porous
surfaces and encourages the adhesion of bituminous waterproof coatings.

6

BITUCOAT

7

BITUCOAT-PLUS

BITUCOAT is a cost effective and short-term waterproofing system for
various types of treated/untreated surfaces. It is an ideal economic solution
for preventing quick and easy repairs for waterproofing of flat concrete
roofs, pitched roofs, AC/GI sheet roofs, gutters, iron, steel, masonry or
concrete surfaces.
BITUCOAT-PLUS is a rubberized water proof coating, based on synthetic
rubber and organic chemicals. It is a single component, ready to use black
coating which can be applied to dry or damp surfaces. BITUCOAT-PLUS can
be used for waterproof of terraces, parapet walls, AC/GI sheets, gutters,
roofs of buses, car chesis etc. and is extremely useful for coating for inside
and outside water tanks.
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8

AQUASEAL-PMBM

9

TERRACOAT

10

ISOGUARD-WP

11

MEGACRETE-ACR

AQUASEAL-PMBM is a polymer modified bituminous waterproofing
membrane. It is used as waterproofing membrane for concrete deck and
bridges. The membrane protects the concrete structure from the corrosive
effects of deicing salts. It is also used for basement, waterproofing for
stopping capillary action, waterproofing application for reservoirs, tunnels,
car parking.
TERRACOAT is a white colour, single component, pure acrylic waterproof
coating. It is primarily used as a waterproof coating on terraces. It is also
used on parapet walls, outer and inner walls, basements, as an overcoat on
AC sheets, GI sheets and PUF insulated roofs.
ISOGUARD-WP is a pure acrylic polymer based liquid specially designed for
making polymer modified cementatious based waterproof coatings. It is the
most cost effective polymeric waterproofing solution. ISOGUARD-WP is
mainly recommended for waterproofing of terraces, toilets, bathrooms,
sunken slabs, basements and also water tanks. It can be used on floor or
external walls. It can be used on sunken portion of bathrooms, toilets,
baconies etc.
MEGACRETE-ACR is an acrylic polymer based liquid specially developed for
making polymer modified cementitious based coatings for water proofing
systems and repair. It is also suggested for use as bonding coat with old to
new concerete, and plaster and for repairing of plaster and concrete.
MEGACRETE-SBR is primarily used for spalled concrete structures such as
beams, columns, chajjas, parapets etc. it is also used for waterproofing of
terraces, sunken, slabs, chajjas, parapets, etc. furthermore, it is used as a
bonding agent for tiles, panels, bricks, stones etc.
POLYGUARD-IWC is a two component, polymer modified, heavy duty flexible
coating. POLYGUARD-IWC is usually recommended for tanks in fisheries,
portable water containers, reservoirs, ponds, swimming pools, silos, sumps,
foundation protection, reinstatement of tie-bar holes, protection against
brackish water and all water and chemical storage tanks.
POLYPROOF-2K is a two component, polymer modified cementitious coating
with high adhesion to both steel and concrete. POLYPROOF-2K can be applied
on all kind of roofs, portable water tanks bathroom sunken slabs, kitchens
etc. it is also applied on basements, retaining walls, structural surfaces of
cellars, concrete roofs, slabs, floors, balcony floor slabs, water tanks and
swimming pools. Furthermore it can be applied on bridge decks, canals and
dam wall, structural surfaces of dykes, waterproof coating (bottom coat) for
marble, granite and other natural stones.

BLACK

WHITE

GREY
CEMENTITIOUS
FINISH

GREY
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FINISH
GREY
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FINISH

12

MEGACRETE-SBR

13

POLYGUARD-IWC

14

POLYPROOF-2K

15

POLYPROOF-2KC

POLYPROOF-2KC is a acrylic based chemicals. It is used to waterproof,
bathrooms, sunken slabs, kitchens, basements, concrete roofs, slabs, floors,

GREY
CEMENTITIOUS
FINISH

MASTERCOAT

MASTERCOAT is white colour; single component, anti-fungal, water based,
pure acrylic and micro fibre based waterproof coating. It creates an ultrastrong and scratch resistant film and seals hairline cracks. It is a three coat,
high build system that acts as a negative barrier against moisture, water and
other atmospheric impurities. MASTERCOAT is primarily used as a
waterproof coating on terraces. It can be also used on parapet walls, outer
and inner walls, basements, as an overcoat on AC Sheets, GI Sheets and PUF
insulated roofs.

WHITE /
GREY

16

GREY
CEMENTITIOUS
FINISH

GREY
CEMENTITIOUS
FINISH

ACECOATS EXCLUSIVE
S.NO.

PRODUCT NAME

1

PRIMER-W30

2

DECOR PROOFER

3

NODROPS-ACC

4

HYDROPOXY-919

5

HIGHGLOSS–XL

6

SO COOL-500

7

SYLCOSEAL

8

ENDODAMP-414

9

DECKPROOF

10

APROCOOL-500

11

BLANC WATER
PROOFER-PLUS

12

SPORTS COAT

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION
PRIMER W-30 is single component, specially formulated primer which acts
as a primer as well as a binder over plastered and painted surfaces. PRIMER
–W30 can be applied to surfaces such as parapets, chajjas, and external wall
of buildings etc. and as primer coat for ENDODAMP-414 and other paints,
distempers. Also, it is applied over lime plasters and as primer before
cement based paints.
DECOR PROOFER is a waterborne acrylic elastomeric polymer for masonry
coatings with outstanding tint retention and excellent durability over
masonry substrates. DECOR-PROOFER is recommended on external surfaces
for decorative, waterproof and weatherproof purposes. It can be used on all
kinds of masonry surfaces, concrete blocks, bricks etc.
NODROPS-ACC is an anti–condensation coating. It Inhibits Condensation by
Absorbing Moisture and Improving Insulation.
HYDROPOXY-919 is a two component, water based, epoxy coating that
prevents rising dampness, efflorescence and withstands negative hydrostatic
pressure. HYDROPOXY-919 is used to interior damp proofing from external
walls. It is used on walls where acute dampness persists. Also it can be
applied to sunken slabs, basements, lift pits, water tanks, and swimming pools
as a damp proofing coating in preconstruction stage.
HIGHGLOSS-XL is a two component, epoxy based, colourless liquid coating.
HIGHGLOSS-XL can be used over a variety of surfaces like wood, concrete,
metal, stone, all kinds of household articles, furniture, wooden floorings,
bathroom doors, stone artifacts, metal objects, ceramic titles etc. it can also
be used on industrial flooring over epoxy treatment as a finish coat to
provide high gloss and a hygienic look.
SOCOOL-500 is a heat reflective coating. It can be applied on all masonry
surfaces like external wall of buildings, roots parapets etc. it can also be
applied on industrial roofs of GI, AC sheets etc.
SYLCOSEAL is a solvent based, colourless, low viscosity penetrating type sealer
coating. Ideally suited for all types of external surfaces and has a very wide
range of applications. It is ideal for all types of buildings including heritage
buildings, external facades be brick, plaster, concrete, pebble plaster, stone,
marble, precast block or slabs and other porous building materials.
ENDODAMP-414 is a 100% acrylic, anti-dampness coating. It is a single
component, ready to use coating which acts as a barrier to moistures and
water. It can be used for interior and exterior applications.
DECK-PROOF is an acrylic based, decorative weatherproof coating for all
masonry surfaces. DECK-PROOF is recommended on external surfaces for
decorative, waterproof and weatherproof purposes. It can be used on all
kinds of masonry surfaces, concrete blocks, bricks etc.
APROCOOL-500 has been specially formulated to reflect heat and thus save
energy costs. APROCOOL-500 can be applied on all masonry surfaces like
external walls of buildings, roofs, parapets etc. it can also be applied on
industrial roofs of GI, AC Sheets etc.
BLANC WATER PROOFER-PLUS is a white colour, single component, pure
acrylic waterproof coating plus heal reflective coating. BLANC WATER
PROFFER–PLUS is primarily used as a waterproof + heat reflective coating
on terraces. It is also used on parapet walls, outer and inner walls,
basements, as an overcoat on AC Sheets, GI Sheets and PUF insulated roofs.
SPORTS COAT is a flexible, hard wearing, 100% acrylic Tennis and basket ball
Court coating, with good resistance to water in both acid and alkaline
conditions.
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ANTI-CORROSIVE COATINGS
S.NO.

PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION

F IN I S H A F T ER
A PPL ICA TI ON

GREY

1

EP-ZINC-PRIMER

EP-ZINC-PRIMER is a two component, zinc rich epoxy primer, which imparts
cathodic protection to base mental and also prevents creeping corrosion
under film. It can be used on crest gates, floating roots or tanks, structural
steel in docks, refineries, building and other industries, structural
equipments like cranes etc. of chemical handling units, bridges and jetties.

2

EP-GI-PRIMER

EP-GI-PRIMER is a two comment epoxy primer, specially formulated to give
improved bonding on galvanized iron surfaces and aluminium.

SILVER GREY

3

EP-ZINCHROM-PRIMER

EPOXY ZINCHROM PRIMER is a two-component, ZINC CHROMATE EPOXY
PRIMER containing zinc chromate pigment. It has excellent adhesion to steel
and galvanized surfaces.

YELLOW

4

EP-REDOX-415

EP-REDOX-415 is a two-component, red oxide epoxy primer. EP-REDOX-415
has excellent adhesion to steel and other mental surfaces.

RED

CRP-70 is flexible, hard wearing chlorinated rubber paint, with good
resistance to water in both acid and alkaline conditions. CRP-70 is
particularly suitable in conditions where conventional paints may fail. It is
used in dairy parlors, silage Pits and Sewage Installations. It can also be
used as a Swimming pool Paints on properly treated surfaces.
TARPOXY-222 is a coal tar epoxy, which is used as a protective corrosion
inhibitor coating material in hydraulic steel construction such as inhibitor
coating for sluices, harbour installations, steel sheet pilling, bridges, bridge
decks etc. Furthermore, TARPOXY-222 can be used as an anti-corrosive
coating material for concrete, plaster, iron and steel, especially suitable for
sewage works. For e.g. coating sewage pipes, sewage treatment plants,
decomposition silos etc.
GLOSSEPOX-777 is a two component, high gloss epoxy enamel paint coating.
This is usually applied after any of the epoxy anti-corrosive primers as a top
coat. GLOSSPOX-777 is used as a protective coating where high chemical
resistance is required, e.g. internal lining of storage tanks, urea prill towers,
structural steel machinery and equipment, conveyor system, pipelines;
especially in fertilizer plants, chemical plants, petrochemical complexes,
pharmaceuticals, dairies, offshore structures, abattoirs & electronic
industries.

VARIOUS
SHADES

5

CRP-70

6

TARPOXY-222

7

GLOSSEPOX-777

8

CONRUST

CONRUST is a unique water white chemical liquid coating which when applied
to a rusty metal surfaces, reacts with the rust and converts the same into a
phosphate coating, thus making the surface paintable.

CLEAR

OXYCOAT

OXYCOAT is a speciality product, which has anti-corrosive properties to
guard all kinds of surfaces and substrates. It is conventionally used to
shielding the internal surfaces of tanks, steel pipes, sewage lines/drainage
lines etc.

BLACK

9

BLACK

VARIOUS
SHADES

INDUSTRIAL GROUTS & REPAIR
DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION

F IN I S H A F T ER
A PPL ICA TI ON

EP INJECTION GROUT

EP INJECTION GROUT is a solvent free crack injection material. It helps
bonding of concrete cracks permanently. It is also used in repair of crack
concrete areas in floors, walls, tanks & sea walls. It can be easily injected
into cracks & honey combing in concrete & masonry.

N.A.

2

EPSIN-3G

EPSIN-3G is a three component, epoxy resin, free flowing grout. It is used
for high strength grouting and fixing of anchors, crash barrier posts, fence
and railing posts, machine bases, vibrating machines, pumps and presses,
bridge bearings, mechanical joints like roads and bridges, light rail and
permanent way in tunnels, over bridges, starter bars and tie rods.

OFF WHITE

3

MICROCON-1000

MICROCON-1000 is a one component, free flowing micro concrete, suitable
for repairs to all kinds of concrete structures.

N.A.

CEMAGROUT

CEMAGROUT is general purpose, non-shrink, cementitious grout. Ready to
use grout when added with controlled quantity of water, can achieve a free
flowing or a paste type of consistency for various uses in the construction
industry. These include bedding in precast unit in walls roofs, slabs, anchor
bolts, machinery foundation, turbines, generators, filling holes of scaffolding
supports, framework ties etc.

N.A.

5

REPID REPAIR X

REPID REPAIR X is an acrylic rapid repair mortar available in single and two
components. It can be used in filling concrete floors in various factories
having heavy traffic, loading decks, good for cold storages without shutting
down, quick and strong repairs to staircase of concrete, marbles or granite,
Expressways, highways, ramps, driveways, bridge decks, aprons, and
runways, large tanks, reservoirs, sumps, aqueducts etc.

N.A.

6

TILE GROUT

TILE GROUT is a single component product, containing polymers, UV resistant
properties and special additives. It has excellent adhesion properties and is
used to fill gaps between tiles, mosaics, marble and natural stones.

VARIOUS
SHADES

7

TOPFIX-2K

TOPFIX-2K, is a three component, high build repair material, mainly for
repair work of concrete, bitumen or any other horizontal surface. It is used
where rapid setting and minimum traffic interruption is required. It is most
suitable for repairs of concrete, kota, trimix and bitumen surfaces in roads,
airfields and factories.

GREY

8

ACEBLOCK-GRP

Block fixing adhesive based on a blend of special by chemicals

S.NO.

1

4

PRODUCT NAME

GREY COLOUR
SEMI LIQUID /
PASTE

FLOORING SOLUTIONS
S.NO.

1

PRODUCT NAME

EPOXYBOND-600

2

FLOROPOXY-701

3

FLOROPOXY-801

4

FLOROPOXY-SL-PLUS

5

INSTA-ESM

6

EPM-SL-90/EPM-TL-93

7

SPARKLEAN

8

POLYKOTE-WB

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION

F IN I S H A F T ER
A PPL ICA TI ON

EPOXYBOND-600 is a specially developed flooring compound and is used as a
primer for the application of epoxy systems. It is Excellent Bonding
Agent/Adhesion Promoter.

CLEAR

FLOROPOXY-701 is a two component epoxy resin based floor coating. It is
meant for surfaces where there is light traffic. It is used in places where
dust-free and hygienic conditions are required. It is recommended for
pharmaceutical and electronic factories, operation theatres, dairies etc.
where hygiene is a key factor. Also it can be applied in pre-fabricated homes,
containers, tank farms, finishes etc.
FLOROPOXY-801 can be used on concrete surfaces where heavy traffic
exists. It is used in places where dust-free and hygienic conditions are
required. It is recommended for pharmaceutical and electronic factories,
operation theatres, dairies etc. where hygiene is a key factor. Also it can be
applied in pre-fabricated homes, containers, tank farms, fisheries, sports
centres, spas, food and drink industries, warehouses etc.
FLOROPOXY-SL-PLUS is a self-leveling, heavy duty, epoxy based flooring
compound. FLOROPOXY-SL-PLUS can be used where there is high abrasion
resistance, chemical resistance, and dust free and hygienic conditions
required. It is usually recommended for use in garages, showrooms,
exhibition halls, operation theatres, hospitals, food and pharmaceutical
industries, factories, engineering units, fertilizer plants, warehouses,
workshops, sports centres, aircraft hangars etc.
INSTA-ESM is an instant water proof cementations anti-skid coating, which
when applied stops leakage, dampness, rising dampness, seepage of water
from internal or external masonry walls, R.C.C. Slabs., tanks, basements,
swimming pools, parking lots, silos, sumps etc.
EPM-SL-90/EPM-TL-93 are epoxy mortars available in different grades,
mainly being self-levelling and trowel grade respectively. The self-levelling
mortar is usually used for floor topping, cavity fillings, beddings etc.,
whereas the trowel grade is used for vertical surfaces. It is used in vertical
column repairing, honeycomb problems in RCC, foundations of heavy vibrating
machinery, fixing bearings, repair of cavities, fixing of acid proof tiles in
chemicals plants, any concrete structure repair such as tanks, pipes, roads,
airport runways etc.
SPARKLEAN is a specially formulated chemical cleaner for cleaning of
greasy, oily surfaces. The use of acids is normally not recommended in
factories where immediate rusting occurs. This chemicals cleaner is based
on complex solvents and can be safely used in factory environments.
Normally, it is used in cleaning oily floors or any surface which needs to be
oil free.
POLYKOTE-WB is a complex blend based on urethane polymers which
produces systems with outstanding abrasion, impact and chemical resistance
coupled with high degree of flexibility. It is used in industrial flooring, Dairy
and Hotel Industry, car park decking, warehouse Floors, non-slip ramp ways,
Bridge Decks, Pedestrian walkways, Residential garages, Food Processing
Plants, Helipads and Trafficable Roof.

VARIOUS
SHADES

VARIOUS
SHADES

VARIOUS
SHADES

CEMENT GREY

CEMENT GREY

CLEAR

VARIOUS
SHADES

POLYURETHANE COATINGS
S.NO.

1

2

3

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION

F IN I S H A F T ER
A PPL ICA TI ON

CRYSTAL COAT-300

CRYSTALCOAT-300 is a single component polyurethane waterproof coating
specially formulated for tanks, swimming pools, podiums, etc.

CLEAR

PU-501

PU-501 is a two component, polyurethane coating, ideally suited for new and
maintenance work and for substrates like concrete, cementitious surfaces,
asbestos, GI sheets, MS and all metals.

VARIOUS
SHADES

PU-DECOR

PU-DECOR is a decorative + protective (Anti-Bacterial) coating for almost all
surfaces. It is ideally suited for hygienic conditions such as pharmaceutical
industrial, hospitals, hotel kitchens, health clubs, spas and food industry. It is
used on horizontal + vertical surfaces. Due to its smooth and satin finish, it
can be used in bath tubs, ceramic tiles in bathrooms to give them a new look.

VARIOUS
SHADES

PRODUCT NAME

JOINT SEALANTS
S.NO.

1

2

3

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION

F IN I S H A F T ER
A PPL ICA TI ON

FIX ‘N’ BOND

FIX ‘N’ BOND is a high-quality, plasto-elastic one-component joint acrylic
sealant. FIX ‘N’ BOND is used to fill cracks in masonry, concrete, terraces,
concrete precast blocks, slabs, brick linings. It is used to fill gaps between
various structures such as aluminium sliding windows, wooden frames, door,
baseboards etc. it is used to fill joints of GI/Cement pipes, AC/GI sheets,
gutters, flashings etc.

WHITE

BITUFULL

BITUFULL is a Rubberized joint filler Compound used to fill crack fractures in
asphalt surfaces, thus avoiding future maintenance resulting from exposed
and untreated cracks. BITUFILL is used to fill cracks of CI/cement drainage
pipes, AC/GI sheets, gutters, joints, cracks of upto 5mm. in masonry
surfaces, terraces, basements, concrete precast blocks, slabs, brick linings,
water tanks, irrigation canals etc.

BLACK

KRACK ‘O’ FILL

KRACK ‘O’ FILL is polymer modified power material, meant for filling cracks
in plastered surface. KRACK ‘O’ FILL can be used to fill cracks sizes in
horizontal or vertical areas of buildings & structures. Also it is used to level
the undulation of the unplastered or plastered ceilings and walls before
painting. It is used to provide smooth finish to brick, stone, and wood works.

WHITE

PRODUCT NAME

POLYSEAL-201

POLYSEAL-201 is a two part polysulphide based joint sealant based on a high
grade of synthetic rubber, having outstanding resistance to U.V. light,
chemical attack, industrial/atmospheric pollution etc. POLYSEAL-201 is used
in expansion joints in reinforced concrete structures such as bridges,
expressways, reservoirs, runways, basements, subways and water retaining
structures.

BLACK

POLYSEAL-MAX

POLYSEAL-MAX a two component acrylic polymer modified sealant with
excellent adhesion. It is ideal for all types of joints in precast blocks, slabs,
paving blocks etc. Also it is used in joints in building construction, airports,
highways, concrete rain pipes, sewers and cracks in RCC structures.

BLACK /
CEMENT
GREY

TILE ‘O’ BOND

TILE ‘O’ BOND is a specially formulated dry powdered glue, for fixing of tiles.
It is used to bound ceramic, glazed tiles, mosaic, marble, granite and stone
tiles to concrete surfaces, for walls and floors, and for laying new tiles on
old tiling.

GREY

7

CRACK-FIX

CRACK-FIX is a high quality, plasto-elastic, one component and acrylic
sealant. It is an ideal, general purpose construction sealant. CRACK-FIX is
used to fill cracks in masonry, concrete, terraces, concrete precast blocks,
slabs, brick linings. It is used to fill gaps between various structures such as
aluminium sliding windows, wooden frames, door, baseboards etc. it is used
to fill joints of GI/Cement pipes, AC/GI sheets, gutters, flashings etc.

WHITE

8

ACROSEAL

ACROSEAL sealant is a solvent based sealant, which is a blend of acrylic and
rubber. It is best suited for cracks and joints, indoor and outdoor, which
require certain amount of elasticity.

WHITE

4

5

6

ADMIXTURE
S.NO.

PRODUCT NAME

DESCRIPTION / APPLICATION

F IN I S H A F T ER
A PPL ICA TI ON

N.A.

1

CONCURE

CONCURE is already to use formulation that provides the complete
development of concrete’s wear resistance and strength properties while
accelerating curing time. CONCURE is used in curing of concrete in
irrigation canals, highways, runways, roofs, cooling towers, pre-cast pipes,
slabs, blocks and sloping structures.

2

CORIN-315

CORIN-315 is a liquid corrosion inhibiting admixture for steel reinforced
concrete which provides duel level of corrosion protection to steel.

N.A.

3

EPCRETE

EPCRETE is a unique state of art, two component, water soluble epoxy
additive for use in mortars and concrete requiring high degree of strengths
and impermeability.

CEMENT GREY

4

FINECRETE

FINECRETE is an integral waterproofing admixture of concrete, which
converts water soluble compounds present in concrete, into insoluble
silicates, it possesses good plasticizing properties, avoids segregation and
provides cohesive mix.

N.A.

5

FINEMIX-FRX

FINEMIX-FRX is a high range plasticizer cum retarder. It is ideal for onsite
batching plants.

N.A.

ACEFLOW-FRX

ACEFLOW-FRX is a high range plasticizer cum retarder for improver
workability concrete for onsite batching plants.

N.A.

ACEFLOW-CRX / MRX

ACEFLOW-CRX is a strong plasticizer cum retarder. It is ideal for onsite
batching plants for achieving high strength.

N.A.

ACEFLOW-RAS

ACEFLOW-RAS is a medium range plasticizer cum retarder for low to medium
grade concrete.

N.A.

ACEFLOW-ARP

ACEFLOW-ARP is a medium range plasticizer cum retarder for low to medium
grade concrete.

N.A.

FINEMIX-FRX-PLUS is a high range super plasticizer cum retarder for
improving concrete workability & strength. It helps in reducing water content
without affecting concrete strength.

N.A.

6

7

8

9

10

FINEMIX-FRX-PLUS

11

ACEFLOW-FRX-PLUS

ACEFLOW-FRX-PLUS is a high range superior plasticizer for long duration
workability & high strength of concrete. It reduces the usage of water
without affecting concrete strength.

N.A.

12

ACEFLOW-RAS-PLUS

ACEFLOW-RAS-PLUS is a superior super plasticizer for long duration
workability & high strength.

N.A.

13

TACKPLAST

TACKPLAST is a specially formulated bonding agent for plasters which, when
added in the recommended dosage in cement, increases the bonding strength
between plaster and old concrete.

N.A.

14

ULTRAFLOW LW PCE

A PCE based plasticizer for excellent dispersion & slump retention for
concrete upto M-45.

N.A.

15

ULTRAFLOW MID PCE

A PCE based super plasticizer for high strength & slump retention. It is used
to increase concrete strength & durability.

N.A.

16

ULTRAFLOW HPCE

A PCE based super plasticizer cum water reducer for concrete strength
ABOVE M-60 – it is a hyper plasticizer for high strength concrete & slup
retention.

N.A.

